In this paper scattering problems for the rigid body and the cavity in twodimensional linear elasticity are considered. In each case the corresponding far-field scattering amplitudes are presented and the Herglotz condition and Herglotz wavefunctions are introduced. A pair of integral equations are constructed in the far-field region. The properties of the Herglotz functions are used to derive solvability conditions and to built approximate far-field equations. A method for solving inverse scattering problems is proposed, and the support of the scattering obstacle is found by noting the unboundedness of the L 2 -norm of the Herglotz densities as an interior point approaches the boundary of the scattering object from inside the scatterer. Illustration of the unboundedness property on the boundary is carried out for rigid circular cylinders and cavities. Numerical results for rigid bodies are also given, showing the applicability of this method.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The theory of inverse scattering deals with the determination of the shape of an obstacle from the knowledge of the scattered field. It is well known that inverse scattering problems are inherently nonlinear and, more seriously from the point of view of numerical computation, improperly posed. For an excellent introduction to the theory of inverse problems we refer the reader to [3] .
Inverse scattering problems for frequencies in the resonance region are of great practical importance for many applied areas. Among the methods which are developed in this field are those presented in [5] and [14] for the acoustical case and in [10] and [11] for the elastic case. More recently in a series of papers, Colton et al. have developed a very simple and numerically rapid method for solving inverse scattering problems in the resonance region for the acoustical case [4, 6] . The method is based on the knowledge of the far-field pattern for many angles of incidence and observation, distributed uniformly around the scattering object. It is assumed that the host medium is non-absorbing. No a priori information about the boundary conditions is required. In this work, we are extending the method developed by Colton et al. [4, 6, 7] from acoustics to two-dimensional elasticity. It is well known that the difficulty of the transition from acoustics to elasticity is not only due to the tensorial form of the elastic fields, but also to the fact that excitation of an object with a P (or SV) wave generates a scattered field, which consists of both P and SV waves. These two waves are independent of each other, and hence we cannot recover one of them, given that the other is known. In the present work, we show that the support of the scattering obstacle is determined by noting that a specific norm becomes unbounded as a point lying on a rectangular grid containing the scatterer approaches the boundary from inside. Numerical evaluation of the method is also presented. Similar work as in the present paper, but concerning extensions in three-dimensional elasticity, has been done by Gintides and Kiriaki [12] . We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the direct scattering problem for a rigid body and cavity in a dyadic form. In Section 3 the properties of the elastic dyadic Herglotz functions which are established in [8] [9] [10] 21] are presented. Assuming that the incident field is the superposition of plane dyadic waves, integrating over all directions we derive the so-called near-field equation, which describes the scattered field "near" the scatterer. Similarly we derive the "far-field equations," which describe the far-field patterns. The solvability conditions for the far-field equations are also presented. As pointed out in [4] , these conditions only hold for special shapes of scatterers. To overcome this difficulty, in Section 4, we apply the theory of Herglotz functions to derive approximate far-field equations. The main result of this work is established in Theorem 4.1. It is proved that the unboundedness of the L 2 -norm of the Herglotz kernels of the far-field equations as an interior point of the scatterer approaches its boundary. In Section 5 the scattering problem for a rigid circular cylinder and a cavity for dyadic harmonic incident wave is presented. It is shown that the L 2 -norm of the density functions which satisfy the approximate far-field equations becomes unbounded. Finally in Section 6 we present some preliminary numerical results for the cases of a circle and an ellipse with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
SETTING UP THE PROBLEM
Let D denote a closed, bounded, and connected subset of R 2 with boundary ∂D, which will be assumed to be bounded and Lyapunov. The domain D c , lying outside D, is occupied by a homogeneous and isotropic elastic medium characterized by the Lamé constants λ and µ and mass density ρ. We suppress the harmonic time dependence e −iωt , where ω denotes the angular frequency. We assume, without any loss of generality, that ρ = 1.
In what follows we will consider the following problem in a dyadic formulation. The dyadic displacement fieldũ satisfies in the region R 2 / D the spectral Navier equation
where * is given by [16] 
We assume an incidence of the form
whered = cos θ sin θ is the direction of propagation, andˆ d is the polarization vector, which is perpendicular tod. Illumination of the object by the dyadic incident field above generates the scattered fieldũ sct . The Helmholtz decomposition [17] ofũ sct into the irrotational (P-wave)ũ sct p and the solenoidal (S-wave)ũ sct s is
The irrotational and solenoidal components ofũ sct should satisfy D at infinity, with the Kupradze radiation conditions [15] 
uniformly for all directions r = r . If, on the surface of the scatterer, the total displacement field vanishes,
we have the rigid body problem.
For the cavity now, we need to define the stress tensor of a vector field
Ifn is the unit outward normal vector on a surface ∂D at r ∈ ∂D, then we define [12] the surface stress operator as T u r = u ·n r . In [16] , it is shown that T is given by the relation
After the above discussion, we are ready to describe the vanishing of the action of the stress operator of the displacement field on the surface of the scatterer as
The free-space fundamental dyadic in R 2 is expressed as [1] r r = i 4
where I is the identity dyadic and H 1 0 k a r , a = p s are the Hankel functions of first kind and zero order.
It is well known that to reformulate the direct scattering problem in integral form, we can follow either the direct method, based on Betti's formulae, or the indirect method, using the layer potentials. In [1] Betti's formulae is considered for the two-dimensional linear elasticity, and in [20] the unique solvability of the boundary integral equations, which have been constructed using the layer theoretic approach, is presented.
We now present the relations that hold for the far-field patterns of the scattered field. It has been shown [20] that at the radiation zonẽ
where the coefficients of the terms e ik a r / √ r, a = p s are the corresponding far-field patterns, and k p k s are the wavenumbers of P and S waves, respectively. In particular, the relations which give the longitudinal and transverse far-field patterns for the Dirichlet problem arẽ 
THE FAR-FIELD EQUATIONS
Following [10] we define a Herglotz function as the solution of the stationary Navier equation in all of R 2 , which satisfies the Herglotz condition
where the norm of a dyadic is defined as x ⊗ y = 2 i j=1 x i y j 2 1/2 , and C 0 r is the circular disk centered at the origin with radius r.
In [21] , it has been proved that an elastic Herglotz solution admits the representatioñ
where L and T are given by [10] 
whered = cos θ sin θ is a unit vector,ˆ d is the unit vector perpendicular tod, and
are the longitudinal and transverse patterns, respectively [21] . It is also assumed that the L 2 -norms of L and T are bounded. The following theorem shows that the superposition of incident plane waves, for every direction of propagation, generates a scattered field which is the superposition of the scattered fields, which correspond to a specific direction plane wave incidence. Its proof can be found in [20] , so we omit it here for brevity. 
is given by the relatioñ
whereũ sct is the scattered field generated by an incident wave of the form (3) and has the far-field patterns The following theorem establishes the solvability condition for the far-field equations.
Theorem 3.2. The far-field equations (21) and (22) are solvable if and only if the interior Dirichlet or Neumann problem for the Navier equation
with boundary conditioñ
or
is solvable, with a solutionṽ i being a dyadic Herglotz function.
Proof. First we assume that the far-field equations are solvable, that is, there are L and T satisfying (21) and (22) . Then we can consider them as kernels for the definition ofṽ inc . Imposing the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition on ∂D for the rigid body and cavity, respectively, we deduce that the interior Dirichlet or Neumann problem described by (23) and (24) or (25) has a Herglotz solutionṽ i which can be identified byṽ inc . On the other hand, ifṽ i is a Herglotz solution, thenṽ i is represented in the form (17) with densities L d and T d . If we assume thatṽ i is an incidence for the scattering problem, then the far-field patterns coincide with the givenṽ p ∞ r andṽ s ∞ r , a result that has been established in Theorem 3.1. Hence the first kind of integral equations, (21) and (22), is solvable.
THE INVERSION SCHEME
As was mentioned in our Introduction, Colton and Kirsch developed in [4] a rapid and "simple" method for the solution of inverse scattering problems in the resonance region. Their inversion scheme was presented for an impenetrable object and an inhomogeneous medium when the incident wave is polarized perpendicular to the axis of a cylindrical scatterer and the electric field has a component only in the direction of the axis of the cylinder. This is called the transverse magnetic or TM mode in scattering theory. They were able to determine the support of the scatterer from only a knowledge of the far-field pattern 
are the far-field patterns of the longitudinal p r y o and transverse s r y o parts, respectively, of the fundamental dyadic r y o , placed at the point y o ∈ D. Hence, we have the near-field equations given by
The densities L T change for every specific point y o ∈ D and r ∈ R 2 / D. The corresponding far-field equations which hold for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are given by the relations i + 1 4µ πk pr
and
We now proceed to the formulation of the main theorem. 
Proof. Following the same steps as in [12] , but now in two dimensions, we let ω 2 be neither a Dirichlet nor a Neumann eigenfrequency for D. Then there exists a unique solution of the boundary value problem * + ω 2 w r =0 r ∈ D (35)
In [19] , it has been shown that the tensor Herglotz functions are dense in the space of classical solutions of the Navier equation. Hence any classical solution of the Navier's equation,w, can be approximated with respect to the maximum norm by a Herglotz tensor function. It now follows that for the solutionw of Navier's equation in D we have that for every ε > 0 there exists a pair of dyadics L and T ∈ L 2 0 2π which are kernels for the Herglotz dyadicṽ L T r such that
where is the stress tensor defined by (7). The estimates above follow after some calculations from the corresponding inequalities, which hold for the scalar Herglotz functions [4] .
From ( depend continuously on the boundary data, we can conclude from (40), (41) to (31), (32). We now let, y 0 → ∂ , and since is unbounded on ∂ from (40) or (41), we get thatṽ L T r and Tṽ L T r are unbounded on ∂D. Hence L and T must be unbounded on ∂D; that is, relations (33) and (34) are satisfied.
Summarizing, the method of the shape reconstruction consists of finding a pair of densities L and T which satisfy the approximate far-field equations (21) and (22) . From knowledge of L and T, the boundary of the scatterer can be found at the points where the L 2 -norm of the dyadics L and T has an extremely large value.
We now proceed with the validation of the method; that is, we will exploit the unboundedness of the appropriate norms, as the point approaches the boundary of the scatterer, for the cases of the rigid cylinder and cavity.
THE RIGID DISK AND CAVITY
Consider the scattering problem of the rigid cylinder D, of radius R, which is described by (1), (3), and (6). We assume that the scattered field satisfies the radiation conditions (5). The incident field has the following representation in terms of Navier eigenvectors [19] :
A similar representation for the scattered field, Using the boundary condition for the rigid caseũ sct r = −ũ inc r , the orthogonality of the vector functions P m B m , and some computational effort, we find the coefficients in the expansion ofũ sct as
where I is given by the relation
Using the asymptotic relations for the Hankel functions of the first kind [2] , we can derive the asymptotic forms of So, taking into account the above asymptotic relations, we get
The left-hand side, now, of Eq. (29) can be written aŝ
Assuming for L d a representation of the same dyadic structure as the above, we obtain
and using orthogonality arguments we obtain that
Similarly, from (30) we can write
Using orthogonality again we conclude that
Now, to examine the asymptotic behavior of the norm of the coefficients of L d and T d as y o → R and m → ∞, we make use of the following behavior of Bessel and Hankel functions as m → ∞. In particular, it is well known that
uniformly on compact subsets of 0 ∞ . After some manipulations we obtain
where the Stirling's formula n! = √ 2πn n e n 1 + o 1 n → ∞, was used. Examining the coefficients c m d m e m , and f m given by (57), (58), (60), and (61), respectively, we obtain that for
After we derive the asymptotic relations (68)-(71), it is obvious that a solution to (29), (30) does not exist if y o = 0. So there is a need to truncate the sums in (56) and (59). To this end we write
for M sufficiently large. From (68), (69) we deduce that
In the cavity case now, the incident field has the following representation:
Similarly, (82) and (83). Using the same steps and arguments as in the Dirichlet case, we conclude again with relations (74) and (75). We have now illustrated the main idea of the inversion scheme, for the case of a circle of radius R.
PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL RESULTS
We will illustrate the applicability of the method for the special case of scattering of an SH wave by a prismatic cylinder. Because the polarization of the SH waves is assumed to be parallel to the length of a cylindrical insert, the scattered waves have the same polarization and wave velocity. This results in a scalar problem where only one wave is present in the complete analysis, the SH wave. This is not the case, however, if a harmonic P or SV wave is incident to the obstacle, since then the waves reflected from the boundary involve both P and SV waves.
In what follows the incident SH wave we use is 
where
is the far-field operator, k s is the wavenumber, y o is a point in the interior of the scattering object, g = g · y o ∈ L 2 0 2π is the scalar Herglotz kernel that replaces L d y o + T d y o , and u SH ∞ r d denotes the far-field data that are obtained with Nyström's method [3] .
We now note that since the far-field operator is compact, the solution of the far-field equation (87) 
Note that this differs from the Tikhonov regularization because the penalty term is a semi-norm rather than a norm. More details about this approach can be found in Groetsch [13] . Extensive analysis about the optimum choice of α can be found in [6, 18, 22] . In Theorem 4.1, it was established that the norm of the Herglotz kernel g L 2 0 2π becomes unbounded as y o approaches the boundary of the scatterer. Hence repeating the above minimization process for all y o on a grid containing the object, we obtain an image of the object by plotting for each y o the norm of the optimum regularized solution.
In our first numerical example we consider a circle of radius a = 0 35 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The scatterer is located in a test square which was divided into 21 × 21 subsquares. The wavenumber for the SH-waves is k s = 6. We compute the far-field pattern u SH ∞ r d at 32 equidistantly distributed observation points and 32 uniformly distributed directions. Figure 1 shows the contour for the circle of radius 0.35 and center (0, 0). We now repeat the above experiment for an ellipse with axes 0.5 and 1 that is located at the center (0, 0) of the test square, that is subdivided into 21 × 21 subsquares. Figure 2 shows the reconstruction of the ellipse from data that were contaminated with 1% Gaussian noise. As is easily observed, this method has some very attractive features, i.e., no low-frequency or high-frequency approximations are made, its implementation is very simple since it requires only a solution of a linear integral equation, and it is independent of the boundary condition used. Moreover, the method is very fast since no forward problems have to be solved. In addition, "inverse crimes" are avoided since the data used are produced by a method totally different from our inversion scheme. One of its drawbacks, however, is that it requires complete far-field data. Some numerical experiments we performed suggested that results become much worse for the limited data cases.
We have presented some preliminary results concerning reconstructions of rigid bodies in elastodynamics, and we showed that the "simple method" [4] behaves very well in the scalar SH-wave incidence case. Future work will be directed toward extensions of the method to penetrable objects as well as to the more complicated case of P and SV wave incidence, where the problem is no longer scalar.
